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In our effort to create every command everyone wants, some commands might accidentally deploy during your
dictation. Fortunately KnowBrainer always highlights the last KnowBrainer command you used in the sidebar.
If the sidebar isn’t open, say SHOW Sidebar. If you don’t see your command highlighted, click on the
application tab and if it’s not there, it was a Dragon command. You can also see the last command you used, in
Dragon or KnowBrainer, by saying What Did I Say. You can easily disable or enable any KnowBrainer
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How to Disable & Reenable KnowBrainer Commands

command by physically or verbally highlighting the command and saying say DISABLE to disable your
highlighted command or ENABLE to reenable any command that begins with <DISABLED>.

White Glove Remote Support
HOW TO INSTALL KNOWBRAINER 2020

KnowBrainer 2020 only works in Windows 7, 8, 10 and 11. In some situations, KnowBrainer
has been known to occasionally freeze Dragon for a few seconds. If you run into this problem,
launch KnowBrainer after Dragon rather than before. Most end-users never run into this
remote issue.
Before installing KnowBrainer 2020
We recommend the following changes to your operating system:
Section A – Installing KnowBrainer
1. Right-Click on File Explorer followed by Left-Clicking on Downloads to open the Downloads folder.
Note that if you have changed Windows default download address, open that folder at this time.
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2. Click this KnowBrainer2020Setup.msi link to download KnowBrainer 2020.zip to your Download
folder:
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3. Double Click the KnowBrainer 2020Setup to begin the installation process:
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4. Click Next and click Next again, followed by clicking I accept the terms of the license agreement
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5. Click Next and optionally add a checkmark to Startup folder if you want KnowBrainer to launch
automatically when you boot Windows. Note that no printer also launches Dragon so if you have a
Dragon shortcut in your startup folder, the shortcut should be removed. Click Next to move to the next
step.
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6. Click Install followed by click Finish which by default, will launch KnowBrainer; unless you remove
the checkmark from Launch KnowBrainer Professional 2020.
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Section B – Launch KnowBrainer 2020 and Dragon (simultaneously)
If you added a checkmark in Launch KnowBrainer Professional 2020 it will automatically launch at this time.
Otherwise you can launch KnowBrainer via the desktop shortcut. The 1st time you launch KnowBrainer, it will
additionally open Dragon unless it is already running. The 1st time you launch KnowBrainer, it may close and
re-launch Dragon but after the 1st launch, Dragon will remain untouched. You will probably find it more
convenient to launch KnowBrainer which in turn will launch Dragon. The first time you launch KnowBrainer
2020 you will be presented with 3 options. If you have already purchased KnowBrainer 2020 click I Have a
License Key. If you wish to try before you buy click Try for 30 days to test drive KnowBrainer 2020. If you
have not purchased KnowBrainer 2020 but wish to do so, there is also a Buy License Key option.
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If you are test driving KnowBrainer simply click Try for 30 days to begin your 30 day trial. KnowBrainer will
automatically generate a 30 day trial number. Leave Online activation checked. Click #1 Activate, wait for the
successful activation message to appear with a green
. Then click #2 the Close. If you have purchased or
received a KnowBrainer serial number (Activation Key), copy the activation key from your email notification,
into the Activation Key field and follow the previous steps.
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Note: If you are 30 day trialing KnowBrainer use BEJQ1-F0400-271GH-18D64-371SN-SJXNHXU4 as
your temporary serial number
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After trial or permanent activation, the first time you launch KnowBrainer 2020, you will see the KnowBrainer
sidebar which doubles as a Command Browser (Figure #1). You can mouse right-click on the KnowBrainer
hidden icon, in the taskbar (Figure #2), or click on the Sidebar Options button (to the immediate left of the ? )
for additional features/options such as closing, registration, backup commands, help ect. The top of the sidebar
displays the application/window name that is in focus. The global Hardcoded commands (under the Hardcoded
tab) are used for fast editing, closing, hiding, displaying etc. If the sidebar is in your way, say Hide Sidebar. To
resume viewing the sidebar, say Show Sidebar. If you would like view the Application Commands say Show
Application Commands (works even when the Side bar is closed). You can widen the sidebar by saying Expand
Sidebar or clicking the lower left Wide Sidebar button and you can contract the sidebar by saying Contract
Sidebar or clicking the lower right Thin Sidebar button. You can optionally move the KnowBrainer sidebar, if
you have multiple monitors, by clicking numbers 1 – 4 (up to 4 monitors) to reposition the sidebar. Note that
KnowBrainer sidebar is ultra-dynamic. Besides showing you what application/window you are in, along with a
list of available commands, the sidebar additionally highlights any command you say. For example, if you say
Send and Delete, when responding to an Outlook email message, KnowBrainer will highlight the Send and
Delete Outlook Application & Window Specific command listed in the KnowBrainer sidebar. If you need to
edit the last spoken KnowBrainer command (the command Send and Delete in this case), say Edit Command to
see the underlying code (Figure #3). Note that if you are using Dragon 13 or higher, you can highlight or edit
any KnowBrainer command with a single command. Say Find Command <name of command> to select and
KnowBrainer command in the displayed tab. Say <Edit or Show> Command <name of command> to select and
open any KnowBrainer command in the displayed tab. If you want to select (highlight) or edit (open) any
KnowBrainer Global command say <Find or Edit> Global Command <name of command>. If you want to
select (highlight) or edit (open) any KnowBrainer Application or Window command say <Find or Edit>
Application Command <name of command>. Note that the KnowBrainer sidebar doesn’t need to be open to
deploy the previous 2 commands or following examples.
Example 1: If you wish to edit (open) the KnowBrainer global Paragraph command say Edit Global Command
Paragraph to open the Paragraph command. If you wish to select the KnowBrainer global Paragraph command
substitute Find Global Command Paragraph.
Example 2: If you wish to edit the Microsoft Word application specific command called Flash Word Count,
begin by placing your cursor inside a Microsoft Word document and say Edit Application Command Flash
Word Count to open the Flash Word Count command. If you wish to select the Microsoft Word Flash Word
Count command substitute Find Application Command Flash Word Count. Note that the previous example
commands only work in Dragon 13 or higher.
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The first time you launch KnowBrainer you will be offered a choice of sidebar skins
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KnowBrainer Features
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All KnowBrainer commands are stored within the KnowBrainer sidebar which doubles as a Command Browser.
If you browse the global command list you will see thousands of example commands which you can deploy by
simply saying the command name.
Say Show Sidebar or Show Global Commands to view the KnowBrainer global commands.
Say Hide Sidebar to hide the KnowBrainer sidebar.
Say Show Application Commands to open the KnowBrainer to view the application-specific commands
(commands that can only be triggered from within a specific application). Note that you can only view the
application-specific commands for the application you have your cursor in (Windows focus). For example, if
your cursor is inside a Microsoft Outlook Window, you will be able to view all of the Outlook application
specific and window commands. Window specific commands are denoted in green while application-specific
and global commands are denoted in white (in default view).
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KnowBrainer Sidebar Commands
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Say Show Hardcoded Commands to view the KnowBrainer Sidebar tab of commands.
Say Find Command <dictation> to highlight KnowBrainer command (or come close). Example: say Find
Command <Continue> to highlight the Continue command which you can open, for editing with a double
mouse click.
Say Edit Global Command <dictation> to highlight and open any global command for editing. Example: If you
wish to edit the global Hard Paragraph command say Edit Global Command <Hard Paragraph>.
Say Edit Application Command <dictation> to highlight and open any application command for editing.
Example: If you wish to edit the Microsoft Word Merge Documents command, bring Microsoft Word into
focus and say Edit Application Command <Merge Documents>. If you only want to highlight, rather than open,
the Microsoft Word Merge Documents command, substitute Find Application Command <Merge Document>.
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KnowBrainer Options & Hotkeys
Say Show KnowBrainer Options to view the options. See Example A. Alternatively, you can right-click on the
KnowBrainer hidden icon or click the KnowBrainer Settings button (to the left of the question mark). You will
find a number of options which are self-explanatory, including adjusting the text size, always on top, showing
the sidebar on startup (or not), multiple monitor support (if you have more than 1 monitor) and the ability to
change the color scheme (Sidebar Skins).
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If you click on the Hot Keys tab you will see an option to utilize hotkeys to deploy up to 6 different
KnowBrainer commands. See Example B. If you would like to assign F12 to trigger the About Dragon
command to open the Dragon splash screen:
1. Left Mouse Click onto the drop down arrow, under Choose a global script and then click script number
box to select the command you wish to trigger with your hotkey.
2. Place the cursor in the Script 1 field to assign the command.
3. Left Mouse Click on a Set Key
4. Assign a hotkey like {F12} by pressing the F12 Key in the HotKeyRecorder field.
5. Left Mouse Click OK to assign your selected command.
6. Repeat the procedure up to 5 times, for the remaining Set Keys.
7. Clicking Save and Exit to save your changes. Note that Commands can be reassigned or canceled by
clicking Clear.
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1. Begin by clicking the Manage Commands button at the bottom of the sidebar followed by clicking
Disable/Enable.
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2. Click the down arrow to the right of Command Group and select iTunes for your command group.
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3. Scroll down the list of commands to the Eject Disc command (Example A).
4. Double click on the Eject Disc to add a checkmark to the command.
5. Note that you can select multiple commands. You can optionally check select all or clear all by clicking
the appropriate Select All and Clear All checkboxes for Enabled Commands or Disable Commands and
Save Changes.
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6. Click the green Right Arrow to move the selected command/s from Enable Commands to Disable
Commands.
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7. Click Save Changes, Click Yes to the prompt and click Finish to save the changes and close the
Manage Command utility.
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Color Code
Orange = Native Dragon Commands
Red = KnowBrainer Commands
Bold Red = Commands on Steriods!

How Do I (Start)
KnowBrainer & Dragon Popular Commands
(See upper right color key code)
Starting & Exiting KnowBrainer & Dragon
Double-click the KnowBrainer Professional 2020 shortcut on your desktop to launch KnowBrainer and
Dragon. If you choose to launch Dragon first, you will have to launch KnowBrainer separately. If you would
like both KnowBrainer and Dragon to launch, when you boot your computer, place a shortcut to KnowBrainer
Professional 2020 in your startup folder. Note that you can simultaneously close Dragon and KnowBrainer by
saying CLOSE Dragon and KnowBrainer.
Microphone Controls
Go To Sleep - places the microphone in the Asleep state (with verbal acknowledgment)
Listen to Me or Wake Up - turns the “sleeping” microphone back on.
Microphone Off - turns the microphone completely off with a verbal acknowledgment. To turn the microphone
back on you will need to press the {Plus} Key on your extended keyboard or mouse click the microphone
icon”. Note that you can change Dragon hotkey choices by clicking Tools/Options/Hot keys (tab). We prefer
the {Pause/Break} key.
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Beginning - moves the cursor to the beginning of a file or window
Bottom - moves the cursor to the end of a file or window
Continue - moves the cursor to end of the current line or paragraph
Continue With <dictation> - moves the cursor to end of the current line or paragraph, allows you to
simultaneously dictate and capitalizes the 1st word.
Example: Continue With <where are my keys> types “Where are my keys”, with the 1st word capitalized.
[Requires a ?, ! or . At the end of the previous sentence]
New Line - Presses {Enter}
New Paragraph - Presses {Enter} twice
End of Line or End Of Paragraph <dictation> - Same as Continue <dictation> but does not capitalize the 1st
letter of the 1st word.
Paragraph – moves the cursor to the end of the current paragraph and presses {Shift+Enter} twice to begin a
new paragraph
Paragraph <dictation> – same as Paragraph but additionally allows you to simultaneously dictate
Example: Paragraph <my dog has fleas> same as Paragraph but simultaneously types “My dog has fleas”,
with the 1st word capitalized.
Line <dictation> – same as Paragraph <dictation> but only presses {Shift+Enter} once
Period Paragraph <dictation> – simultaneously moves the cursor to the end of the current paragraph, types a
period, creates a new paragraph and takes your dictation.
Example: Period Paragraph <my dog has fleas> simultaneously moves the cursor to the end of the current
paragraph, types a period, creates a new paragraph and types “My dog has fleas” (capitalizing the 1st word).
Period Line <dictation> – same as Paragraph Period <dictation> but only presses {Shift+Enter} once
Insert <Before or After> <dictation> – moves the cursor before or after word/s
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Cursor Movement

Example: Insert Before <fox> – moves the cursor before “fox” in “the fox jumped” so you could add a
word like brown
<Up or Down or Left or Right> <1-100> <Words or Paragraphs or __>
Examples: Up 27 or Right 320 or Down 7 Paragraphs
Page <Direction> - moves the cursor up or down 1 page
Page <Direction> <1to20> - moves the cursor up or down 1 to 20 pages
<Backspace or Delete> End - presses {Backspace} or {Delete} and moves the cursor to the end of the current
paragraph
<Backspace or Delete> <1to20> End - presses {Backspace} or {Delete} 1 to 20 times and moves the cursor to
the end of the current paragraph
<Backspace or Delete or Enter or Tab or Shift Tab or Space - presses the appropriate key
<Backspace or Delete or Enter or Tab or Shift Tab or Space <1to20> - presses the appropriate key 1 to 20
times
Examples: Shift Tab 5 - presses {Shift Tab} 5 times or Space 20 - presses {Spacebar} 20 times
Tab Paragraph - moves the cursor to the end of the paragraph, presses {Enter} twice and indents 1 Tab to begin
a new paragraph
Tab Line - moves the cursor to the end of the line, presse {Enter}, indents 1 Tab to begin a new line and
automatically capitalizes the first spoken word
Editing & Formatting

[Type here]
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Type <dictation> Used to force dictaton anywhere you can type. New dictation will begin capitalized while
selected text will be replaced with proper capitalization and spacing (may not work on nonlocal
networks)
Type Back <dictation> is the same as Type <dictation> but additionally moves the cursor to the end of the
current paragraph
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Copy – Copies selected text to Windows clipboard
Copy All – Copies contents of the entire file, document, brower window ect. to Windows clipboard
Copy to <dictation> – Copies selected text to named application
Copy All to <dictation> – same as Copy to <dictation> but copies the entire contents of a file, browser etc. and
pastes it into the named application
Format <Bold/Italicize/italics/underline/> applies formatting to selected text
<Angle/Angle Bracket/Brace/Paren/Parentheses/Title/Cap/Double Quote/Single Quote/Cap/Capitaize>
<dictation> applies formatting to next dictated phrase
Example: Say Paren <outstanding> to produce (outstanding).
Back Space <1to20> Back – Presses the backspace key 1-20 times and moves the cursor to the end of the
paragraph
Delete <1to20> End – Presses the delete key 1-20 times and moves the cursor to the end of the paragraph
all caps <word> - Capitalizes each letter in the next dictated word.
cap <word > - capitalizes the next dictated word
Type Next <Dictation> - jumps to the next cell or field, deposits your dictation and capitalizes the 1st word
Delete All – deletes everything
<Undo or Redo> – undo or redo the last event
<Undo or Redo> <1to20> – undo or redo 1 to 20 of the last events, including formatting, editing and deletions
Copy or Cut> To <Application or Window> - copies or cuts selected item to named application or window
Example: Cut to Word – cuts selected items (text, pictures ect.) to Microsoft Word (which will need to be
running)

Type On <dictation> Same as Type <dictation> but additionally highlights the last word or punctuation for
continuous dictation.
Example: Say Type On <my dog has fleas> to type “My dog has fleas”. Notice how the 1st word is
capitalize and the last word is highlighted. Now say Type On <fleas and so does my cat period> to
produce “My dog has fleas and so does my cat.” with the last word/punctuation highlighted again. If you
wish to discontinue highlighting the last word, substitute Type <dictation> (may not work across all
networks). Note this command can take up to 3 seconds to deploy. If you’re looking for faster but more
limited, substitute with Print <dictation> See next command:
Print <dictation> forces dictation anywhere and adds a space to the end of your dictation. This command is
designed for dictation over slower networks but is also very fast.
Print Back <dictation> is the same as Print <dictation> but additionally moves the cursor to the end of the
current paragraph
Space <dictation> same as Print <dictation> but adds an extra space to beginning of your dictation and no
extra space to the end.
Type <Direction> <dictation> types whatever you dictate, capitalizes the 1st word and moves the cursor to the
right, left, down or up to the next field.
Example: Place your cursor into the 1st cell of a spreadsheet or table and say Type <Down> <concept
approved> to type “Concept approved” (notice the 1st word is capitalized) and move the cursor down to the next
field or cell.
Paragraph <dictation> – same as Paragraph but additionally allows you to simultaneously dictate
Example: Paragraph <my dog has fleas> same as Paragraph but simultaneously types “My dog has fleas”
Title <dictation> - capitalizes the 1st letter of every word and adds a space to the end
Upper <dictation> - same as Title <dictation> but ALL CAPS every word and adds a space to the end
Lower <dictation> - begins with a space followed by lower casing all words
Align <Left or Right or Center or Justify> - aligns highlighted text
Oops!
Strike <1 - 10> - undoes as many as 10 of the most recently dictated words/phrases
Undo - undoes the last action
Undo or Redo <1 - 20> - undoes or redoes up to 20 of the previous 20 actions (commands or dictations)
Note: Not all programs support multiple undo capability.
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Type <dictation> - allows you to select any word/s and replace the highlighted and even preserves
capitalization. While this command is designed for correction, if you use it in empty space the 1st word will be
capitalized.
Example: If you select the phrase “Brown Fox” in “The Brown Fox restaurant” and dictate Type
<yellow dog> “brown fox” will be replaced with “Yellow Dog”. Note that if you accidentally select an
additional space, it will be preserved. Any word/s you are replacing, that begin with a capital letter, will also be
preserved.
Pick <1to10> - allows you to select the correct phrase (from within the Select-&-Say correction) and
additionally places the cursor at the end of the current paragraph.
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Select-&-Say Correction/Editing (faster)

<Add to or Delete from> Vocabulary – adds or deletes selected word/s from active vocabulary and saves
your user file
Spelling Window (Spell Correction, slower)
Correct –selects the last phrase you dictated (in a Dragon friendly application), opens the Spelling Window and
selects the 1st choice. You can accept the default correction by saying Enter or Enter 1
<1to9> - allows you to select the correct phrase and additionally places the cursor at the end of the current
paragraph.
<1to9> Word - allows you to highlight an individual word, for correcting/editing.
Example: From within the Spelling Window, say 3rd Word to highlight the 3rd Word. You can then dictate
letters or type your correction.
<1to9> Word <dictation> - same as <1to9> Word but will additionally allow you to simultaneously dictate
your correction. Example: If you wanted to correct the 2nd word in the phrase This his a test, say 2nd Word
<is> to select the 2nd word, replace his with is and close the Spelling Window.
Last Word <dictation> - same as <1to9> Word <dictation> but used to select the last word in a phrase.
Train <1to9> - selects the choice number, clicks the Train button and clicks the Go button (to train your
selection with no prompts). THIS COMMAND WILL also close the Training utility after you stop
speaking.
Example: If you wish to dictate “John Smith” as opposed to being limited to spelling or typing, Say Type
Change <John Smith>
Train <1to9> - When Spoken from within the Correction Dialog Box will select the choice number, click the
Train button and click the Go button (so that you can train your selection). THIS COMMAND WILL also
close the Training utility after you stop speaking.
Punctuation/Letters
<Punctuation> End - inserts punctuation such as a comma, period, question mark ect… and moves the cursor to
the end of the current paragraph.
Example: Say Comma back to insert a comma ‘,’ and move the cursor to the end of the current paragraph.

Mouse Commands
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MouseGrid or Mouse Window – divides your screen or active window into 9 numbered areas (main monitor
only) where you could left click on any number by saying its name. Note that this feature is somewhat out of
date.
Mark Here – records the X and Y coordinates of your Mouse Position
Take Here – mouse drags the previously recorded X and Y coordinates to your new Mouse Position
Example: If you use Microsoft Excel, try positioning the cursor between cells and saying Mark Here.
Now move your cursor about an inch to the right and Say Take Here
<Left or Right or Double or Middle or Triple> Click - left, right, double, triple or middle clicks the mouse
DISPLAY Numbers - numbers every conceivable place you can mouse left, middle or right click in any
document or window. Note that this command only produces limited results in Google Chrome
Mouse <Direction> <1 to 5000> - moves cursor, left, right, up or down as many as 5000 pixels (micro mouse
movements)
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Sticky Mouse & Sticky Keys (Disability Controls)
<LEFT or RIGHT> Mouse <Hold Down or Release> - allows you to hold down or release the left or right
mouse button
<WINDOWS or Control or Shift or Alt> Key <Hold Down or Release> - allows you to hold down or release
the Windows, Control, Shift or Alt Keys
Example: Say Right Mouse Hold Down followed by saying Move Mouse Lower Right. Then say Right
Mouse Release to move your file/folder
Finding & Opening Files, Programs, Folders Websites, Songs etc.
(One of the most powerful commands)
Windows Open <dictation> or Computer Open <dictation> - opens any application or recently used utility,
folder or file
Example: Windows Open <Word> opens Microsoft Word. Computer Open <Settings> opens Windows
Settings utility
Windows Open
<App/Application/Folder/Web/File/Document/Utility/Song/Music/Video/Photo/Picture/Photograph><name of
file, application, picture, song, document etc.> (this command is a more bulletproof approach)
Example 1: Windows Open <Utility> <Mouse> - opens Windows mouse settings
Example 2: Windows Open <File> <Sales> - opens our “Sales” spreadsheet on Drive D
Example 3: Windows Open <Folder> <Paid> - opens our “Sales” folder
Example 5: Windows Open <Web> <KnowBrainer> - opens Bing search engine and offers everything
related to “KnowBrainer”
Example 6: Windows Open <Song> <If you could read my mind> – opens & plays Gordon Lightfoot’s “If
you could read my mind” in Windows Groove Play
Find In Folder <dictation> - copies selected text to Windows clipboard, opens any folder you say and
searches that folder for the contents on your clipboard
Example: If we highlight “Roger Williams” in our email, we can say Find In Folder <customers> which
will open our “Customers” folder, search for and highlight our customer “Roger Williams”.
Search In Folder <dictation> - same as Find In Folder <dictation>
Find In File <dictation> - copies selected text to Windows clipboard, opens any file you say and searches that
file for the contents on your clipboard
Example: If we highlight Roger William’s KnowBrainer “serial number” in his email, we can say Find In
File <roger williams> which will open our “Roger Williams” file, search for and highlight our customers
“serial number”.
Search In File <dictation> - same as Find In File <dictation>
Open <dictation> - selects and opens any File Explorer folder or file.
Example: If you can see a folder or file called “cool stuff” say Open <cool stuff > to open the folder or file.
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Maximize or Minimize or Restore – minimize, maximize or restore Window
Other Window – toggles between 2 Windows
Clear Desktop or Show Desktop - minimizes all windows. Restore Desktop and Restore All Windows - returns
all Windows to their previous state
Exit or Close – closes file, window or application
Close Without Saving – closes file, window or application WITHOUT SAVING (be careful with this
command)
Save File or Save Document – re-saves current file
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Window Controls

Save And <Close or Exit or Minimize> – saves and closes, exits or minimizes document
Save As – opens the Save As dialogue to dictate the name of your file (formats your dictation and Title Case)
Save As <dictation> – opens the Save As dialogue, types your knee dictation in Title Case and saves the
document
Example: Save As <grocery list> – simultaneously saves and names your new document as “Grocery List”
Printing
Print Document or Print File – prints current document
Print And Close - prints, saves and closes document
Print And Exit - prints, saves document and exits program
Print Without Saving – prints and closes document without saving changes
Templates/Bookmarks
Next Field <dictation> – selects next [ ] (variable) and replaces it with dictation.
Example: To change the following field from [John Doe] to Jane Doe Say Next Field <Jane Doe>
Previous Field <dictation> – selects previous [ ] (variable) and replaces it with dictation.
Delete Bookmarks – removes all [ ] (brackets/variables) while preserving the original text. Same as Dragon’s
accept defaults command.
Bookmark <1to99> – inserts a bookmark between 1 and 99
Example: Say Bookmark 17 to type [17]
Fill <1to99> – selects a bookmark between 1 and 99
Example: Say Fill 8 to select [08]
Fill <1to99> <dictation> – selects a specific bookmark (variable) and replaces it with dictation
Example: To change the Name field from Name: [06] to Name: Jane Doe Say Fill <6> <Jane Doe>

Address Bar or Search – places the cursor inside any browser address field
[Type here]
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Add To Vocabulary – adds selected text to vocabulary
Example: If you want “Hermitage Animal Center” to always appear in Title Case, say “Hermitage Animal
Center”, Title Case (to capitalize it) followed by saying Add to Vocabulary to add the phrase, as a single
entry, to your vocabulary.
Delete From Vocabulary – will delete highlighted word/s from your active vocabulary
Add To Written Form – same as Add To Vocabulary but places the cursor in the Spoken Form for an
additional Spoken Form entry
Search Vocabulary Editor – searches the Vocabulary Editor for highlighted text
Search Vocabulary For <dictation> –
Example: Say Search Vocabulary for <turtle> to open the Vocabulary Editor and search for the word
“turtle”.
You can click any Vocabulary Editor button by saying it’s name like Add, Delete, or Properties but some
buttons will anticipate your next step.
Example: If you Say Train, KnowBrainer will click the Train button, begin the process by clicking the next
Train button and give you 3 seconds to begin training your selected word. The command will wait for you to
finish and click the Save button.
You can Say Display to view your display choices but you can also combine everything into 1 step by saying
something like Display <Custom Words>
Browser Commands (All Browsers)
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Vocabulary Editor Commands

<Back or Forward> <1to20> – move Back or Forward 1 to 20 pages
<New or Close> Tab – creates a new tab or closes the current tab
<1st – 9th> Tab – brings the appropriate Tab into focus
Search for <dictation> – moves the cursor to the Search field (address field), types <whatever you say> into
the search field and clicks to Go button.
Example: Say Search For <electric cars> to pull up electric car websites
Google For <dictation> – switches focus to your favorite browser, opens a new tab, uses the duckduckgo
search engine and opens the top choice in the white list.
Example: Say Browse To yet I thought that I replacing one here and replace them with what we got were
running low on batteries again we got about another 45 days left of so and I checked my I was going to try my
rechargeables again and none of them work and they just they just pooped out they have no they can’t hold a
charge on few minutes I don’t think so it it’s too bad because we can’t maybe I can figure out who the
contractor is but they were all worthless in the end and the contract’s past return date on oh yeah and it would
be a lot I wouldn’t mind having a manufactured place of 1 of the thing we might want to consider batteries the
way we can bring to them that would be a bit pricey we might be smarter to just buy one that is charged by my
the sun couldn’t put it by the tree but I could I got up I got a poll out there that exploded out and and and move
it out just just a different angle and and get one from my that recharges itself there about 80 bucks versus 30
think we paid or maybe 40 we paid for this so I in a while Ali would be shoot <speech recognition forum> to go
to the KnowBrainer speech recognition forum (because it’s #1)
Windows Search for <dictation> – same as Google For <dictation>
Go to Home Page – goes to homepage or multiple homepages
Google That – copies selected text to the clipboard, opens a new Google search tab, and searches the contents of
the clipboard
<Language> Translate <dictation> – opens 1 of 105 Google website languages and translates anything you
say.
Example: To translate “where car keys” in Spanish, Say Spanish <where are car keys>
Translate To <Language> – translate any selected text or your last dictated phrase (without having to select it)
to 1 of 49 languages
Example: If we dictate “Thank you for your assistance” follow by saying Translate to <Spanish>
“Thank you for your assistance” will be replaced with “Gracias por su asistencia” and doesn’t require
selecting your last dictated phrase.
Zoom <In or Out> <1to20> – zoom the view in or out 1 to 20 times
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Find <dictation> – searches current application or folder for word/s
Example #1: Say Find <John Doe> to search a Microsoft Word document for John Doe
Example #2: Say Find <Memphis> to search an open folder for a file, spreadsheet or folder called
“Memphis”
Example #3: Say Find <KnowBrainer> to search any Microsoft Outlook folder for “KnowBrainer”
messages
Search <Computer> – opens File Explorer/Windows Explorer and clicks into the Find field
Search <Computer> For <dictation> – searches your Computer, Documents or Drive C/Charlie – Drive
Z/Zulu
Example: Say Search Computer for <John Doe> or optionally say Find File <John Doe> search the entire
computer for “John Doe” documents, files ect… and selects the 1st file
Search <Ask, Bing, eBay, Dictionary, Google, KnowBrainer, KnowBrainer Forum, Nuance
Knowledgebase, Thesaurus, Wikipedia, Yahoo, You Tube> For <dictation> – initiates a browser search
for anything
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Search & Find

Example: Say Search eBay for <LED lights> - switches to your default browser, opens a new eBay tab and
searches for LED lights
Google For <dictation> – switches to your default browser, opens a new Google tab and searches for whatever
you dictate
Example: Say Google for <KnowBrainer BBB rating> – Google searches for the KnowBrainer BBB rating

Controlling Windows and exiting Dragon and/or KnowBrainer
<Close or Exit> – closes any application, utility or window
Close KnowBrainer – closes KnowBrainer
<Hide or Show> Sidebar – hides or displays the KnowBrainer sidebar (does not exit KnowBrainer)
Close Dragon and KnowBrainer – closes both KnowBrainer and Dragon without saving your Dragon user
profile.
Hibernate Windows – toggles the Dragon microphone off and hibernates Windows
Shutdown Windows – prompts your approval before closing Windows
Restart Windows – prompts your approval before rebooting Windows
File Explorer
Windows Open <dictation> – opens any application or utility in your computer
Example: Open <Word> opens Microsoft Word. Open <Settings> opens Windows Settings utility
Find <dictation> – places the cursor in the search field and searches for your dictation
Open <dictation> – opens any folder or file by name.
Example: Open <work> - opens you work file or folder
New Folder <dictation> – creates a new folder, names the folder (whatever you dictate) and opens the new
folder.
Live Chat
Enter <dictation> - forces dictation, capitalizes the 1st word and uploads your text.
Note that you can bypass the guesswork by simply installing DragonCapture
Microsoft Outlook Email

[Type here]
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Subject <dictation> - places cursor in the Subject box, types your dictation over any existing text, capitalizes
your dictation and moves the cursor to the beginning of the message field
Reply – presses the Reply button
Respond – presses the Reply button, switches to HTML view and reinserts your signature tag in HTML form.
Note that this command will only work if your Outlook default Ribbon is open
Send And Delete – sends your message and deletes the original message you are replying to
Delete All Permanently – prompts you before selecting all of the files in any folder and permanently deleting
the messages
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Email <dictation> - Outlook specific command creates a new Outlook Email message, inserts the name into
the address field, chooses the best match, moves the cursor to the Subject field and turns on Title Case
(automatically capitalizes each word you dictate).
Example: Email <Bill Jones> – to create a new Outlook email to Bill Jones, and simultaneously move the
cursor to the Subject field and turns on Title Case

Microsoft Outlook Extras
Go to <dictation> – opens any folder; even personal folders
Search <Folder> For <dictation> – searches any Standard Outlook folder for your criteria
Example: Say Search <People> For <KnowBrainer> to search your People (contacts) folder for
“KnowBrainer”
Find – opens the Find field in any Outlook folder ie People, Email, Notes ect…
Find <dictation> – same as Find but additionally lets you simultaneously search for anything.
Example: Find <cat food> – searches for cat food in the current folder
Text-To-Speech Read Back
Read <That or Document or Line or Paragraph or To Here or To End> - reads back text in the Dragon text-tospeech engine
Examples: - Read That reads back highlighted text. Read Previous Paragraph reads back previous
paragraph.
Dictating Into Non-Dragon friendly Applications/
Spread Sheets/Forms/Cells/Fields/EMRs & Databases
The Following Global Commands Have Been Created to Enable
Direct Dictation Into All Applications
Type <dictation> Used to force dictaton anywhere you can type. New dictation will begin capitalized while
selected text will be replaced with proper capitalization, spacing and move the cursor to the end of the
paragraph. (may not work across all networks)
Type <Next/Tab/Right/Left/Up/Down> <dictation> - deposits your dictation and jumps to the next cell or field
Example: Type <Next> <one thirty-seven over eighty-four> - types 137/84 and moves the cursor to the next field
<Next/Tab/Right/Left/Up/Down> Type <dictation> – moves/tabs to the next cell or field and deposits your dictation
Example: <Next> Type <one thirty-seven over eighty-four> - moves/tabs to the next field and types 137/84

Print <dictation> same as Type <dictation> is smart but much faster and will allow you to dictate over a
network.
Editing in Non-Dragon friendly Applications (Artificial Select-&-Say)
Go <Select or Delete <dictation> Jumps to the beginning of your document, searches for your criteria and
surrounds your selected text with 1 of the previous.
Example #1: If you wish to select “Brown Fox” in the phrase “We ate at the Brown Fox yesterday” say
Go Select <brown fox> Note these commands are better suited for short documents

[Type here]
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Transfer – Cuts all of Notepad’s text to Windows clipboard, closes Notepad and transfers the Windows
clipboard text to the target application (which doesn’t accept direct dictation).
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Efficiently Cutting and Pasting into Non-Dragonn friendly Applications
(Viewable When the DragonnBar Green Dot Changes to a Silhouette)
Notepad <dictation> – Simultaneously opens NotePad and captures your dictation
Example: Say NotePad <my dog has fleas> - to simultaneously open NotePad and types “My dog has
fleas”.

Editing In Non-Dragon friendly Applications
(Any app that does not display a DragonBar green •)
Type <dictation> - replaces any highlighted text with what you dictate and moves the cursor to the end of the
current paragraph.
Example: If you dictate “dog has fleas.” You can select it and say Type <cat has fleas period> to change “
dog has fleas.” to “ cat has fleas” and move the cursor to the end of the paragraph.
Note: While Type <dictation> permits direct dictation into any non-Dragon friendly application, it may deploy
too quickly for some networks, like Citrix. If you are unable to use the Type <dictation>, substitute Print
<dictation> or consider using DragonCapture which permits Direct Dictation everywhere and doesn’t require a
KnowBrainer trigger command.
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Replace Word <dictation> (with <dictation>) – replaces dictation that doesn’t need to be highlighted.
Example: Type “The brown fox jumped over the fence” in any app; even non-Dragon friendly applications.
Leave your cursor at the end of the paragraph and say Replace <brown fox><with><yellow dog> – to
change “brown fox” to “yellow dog” and move the cursor to the end of the current paragraph.
Replace All <dictation> (with <dictation>) – same as Replace <dictation> (with <dictation>) but replaces
every occurrence in an entire document.
<Quote/Paren/Angle/Brace or Bracket> <dictation> – formats your next dictation
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Intermediate – “Expanded Basic Training”
Extra Outlook Commands
New Message - global command to create a new Outlook Email message
Subject - moves the cursor to the Subject box and capitalizes the first letter of each dictated word
Subject <dictation> - moves the cursor to the Subject box (while simultaneously accepting dictation),
capitalizes the first letter of each dictated word and moves the cursor to the message box.
All Caps Subject <dictation> - Same as Subject <dictation> but ALL CAPS each word.
Respond - Clicks the Reply button, switches to HTML and overwrites your personal signature.
Click Send - sends your message
Send and Delete – sends message, deletes the original message and previews the next message
Send and Delete Up – same as Send and Delete but moves up to the next message instead of down
Email <dictation> - Outlook specific command creates a new Outlook Email message, inserts the name into
the address field, chooses the best match, moves the cursor to the Subject field and turns on Title Case
(automatically capitalizes each word you dictate).
Example: Email <Bill Jones> – to create a new Outlook email to Bill Jones, moves the cursor to the
Subject field and turns on Title Case
Outlook Email <dictation> same as Email <dictation> but global
How to Search or nearly anyting
Example: Say Search <Calendar> for <guitar lesson>, Search <Notes> for <oil change> and Search
<Deleted Items> for <KnowBrainer>. If you feel lucky, you can kick it up a notch by substituting Open for
Search to find and open the subject matter you are looking for.
Go to <dictation> - allows you to open any folder, including personal folders that you create.
Example: If you have a folder named “Work” you can say Go To <Work> to open your work folder.
Junk Mail - blocks the senders email address and deletes the message
Note: You will not be able to utilize the Junk Mail commands until you enable the Outlook Junk Mail feature
which is outlined in the Outlook help menu.
NotePad and Dictation Box Transfer Commands

[Type here]
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Transfer – Cuts all of Notepad’s text to Windows clipboard, closes Notepad and transfers the Windows
clipboard text to the target application (which doesn’t accept direct dictation).
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NotePad <dictation> - simultaneously opens NotePad and captures your dictation
Example: Say NotePad <my dog has fleas> - to simultaneously open NotePad and type “My dog has fleas”
If you change your mind, Say’s to close the Dictation Box and the prompt.

Repeating Commands
<Tab/Back Tab/Enter/Space/Delete/Backspace> <1 - 20> presses specified key, as many as 20 times. Page Up,
Page Down and Enter can be deployed as many as 100 times.
Example: Tab 7, Delete 4, Enter 33.
Combination Commands
Close Without Saving - will close a document, without saving it
Close And Minimize - will save a document, close the document and then minimize the application
Exit Without Saving - exits without saving the current document
Save And Close - saves and closes the current file
Save And Exit - saves and exits the current program
Save And Minimize - saves the current document and minimizes the program.
Save And Sleep - saves the current document and places Dragon in Sleep Mode
Save Close And Minimize - saves and closes the current document and minimizes the program
Outline Commands
Double List Bullet – presses {Enter} 3x, types • and forces the 1st letter of the 1st word to be capitalized.
(Requires adding • to your vocabulary)
List Bullet – same as Double List Bullet but presses {Enter} once. (Requires adding • to your vocabulary)
Triple List Bullet – same as Double List Bullet but presses {Enter} 3x.
List <1-20> – Moves the cursor to the end of the current paragraph, presses {Enter} and types a number from 1
to 20.
List <1-20> <dictation> – Moves the cursor to the end of the current paragraph, presses {Enter}, types a
number from 1 to 20 and simultaneously inserts your dictation.
Example: Say List <1> <tomatoes> to move the cursor to the end of the current paragraph, create a new
line, type 1. and simultaneously type Tomatoes. Note that the 1st word begins with a capital letter.
Double List <1-20>– Same as List <1-20> but presses {Enter} twice.
Double List <1-20> <dictation> – Same as Double List <1-20> and simultaneously inserts your dictation.
Triple List <1-20> – Same as Double List <1-20> – but presses {Enter} 3x. Useful in MS Word Auto
numbering docs
Double List <CapAlphabet> – Same as Double List <1-20> but substitutes a capital letter.
Double List Small <LowAlphabet> - Same as Double List <CapAlphabet> but substitutes a small letter.
Tab List <1-20> – Same as Add List <1-20> but additionally presses {Tab} (indents)
Tab Double List <1-20> – Same as Double List

Dragon Options Menu
[Type here]
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Shutdown Windows - requires you to acknowledge the command with a yes or no prompt. If you click yes, this
command will force a Windows shutdown even if you haven’t saved your user profile or any unsaved
documents. You might want to save your user profile and documents before agreeing to the prompt.
Reboot Windows – same as Shutdown Windows but reboots the operating system.
Hibernate Windows - instantly hibernates Windows.
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Shutting Down and Hibernating

<Correction/View/Hotkeys/Playback/Formatting/Commands/Misc/PowerMic> Options opens Dragon’s options
menu and clicks the named Tab.
Example: Say Miscellaneous Options to open the Dragon options to the Miscellaneous tab.
Checking Your Microphone
Check Audio or Check Microphone - steps through the Check Microphone 3 prompts and verbally tells you to
start reading the text
Code Dictation
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Code <AllCapAlphabet> - allows you to dictate between 1 and 12 digits via standard alphabet, NATO Phonetic
Alphabet and numbers
Example: Say Code <A B Charlie Zulu Eight Nine> to produce ABCU89
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How To Export Your Personal Commands
Overwrite The Current KnowBrainer Commands
& Import Your Previous Personal Commands
If you want to download/import the latest KnowBrainer command set and keep your existing commands, follow
the procedure below:
1a. Click on the KnowBrainer sidebar Manage Commands button.

1b. Click the popup Disable/Enable

2. Click on Utilities button in the upper left corner

3a. Now Click Backup Your Commands File button.
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3b. You will be presented with the following prompt. Click the OK button

[Type here]

4. We recommend saving your backup to an easy to remember location. If you prefer, you can rename the
MyKBComands (backup) to something easier to recognize like “My KB Commands 12-25-19”. See following:

5. Click Command Updater to download the latest KnowBrainer commands.
6. Extract (Unzip) the KnowBrainer Upgrade folder to your desktop or a convenient folder.
7. Double-Click the KnowBrainer Upgrade folder to view the following:

Double-Click the DoubleClick to Update.bat file to install the latest KnowBrainer commands. When the
MyKBCommands.xml file disappears, you will know that you have successful install the latest commands and
you can delete this folder. Note that the MyKBCommands.xml file may appear differently on your computer
because it hasn’t been associated with an application.
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8. Say CLOSE KnowBrainer or click the little roof (triangle) icon #1, Right click on the blue KnowBrainer icon
#2 and select Exit #3. When you restart KnowBrainer you will have the latest commands.

[Type here]

9a. To import your custom commands begin by clicking the Manage Commands button and choose Import.
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9b. Click the Browse Commands File to Import button and point to your backed up commands file to the
desktop.

[Type here]

10a. Click your Desktop shortcut, double click your command file that you wish to import and click the Open
button.
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10b. Go through your previous commands file from the desktop and check all your custom/edited commands
you would like to import into your new command file; from each group of commands (application-specific and
global) and click the Input Selected Commands button.
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11. Click the Yes button.

12. Restart KnowBrainer and all your previous custom commands should be available along with the new
KnowBrainer commands.

How to Force Non-Medical Dragon Dictation into Restricted
EMR Fields (that toggle the microphone OFF)

Nuance has discontinued DMPE 4.3.1 which requires customers to lease DMO if they
want the ability to dictate into the top 70 most popular EMRs; without Dragon toggling
the microphone off to force you to back to stone age typing. YIKES😠 Note that DMO
pricing is $1600 the 1st year and $1200 each following year. To make matters worse,
Nuance had to sacrifice 75% of Dragon’s functionality to make DMO and DPA work
fast enough and from the cloud; not to mention taking ownership of your Dragon
profile. The KnowBrainer 2020 new feature circumvents DMO’s limitations and allows
you to use DPI 15/16 in EMRs and Restricted fields. If you cannot justify DMO pricing
or limitations, you now have the KnowBrainer option.
Note #1 You will need to run the KBCommandsUpdater to update your KnowBrainer
installation with the new “hotkey” command features, followed by re-launching
KnowBrainer.
Note #2 KnowBrainer 2020 utilizes the [F7] and [F8] hotkeys. If these hotkeys are
used in your EMR application, you can change them in KnowBrainer by the of the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click the Options button (gear icon to right of the Add Command button)
Click the Hotkeys Tab Add Command button) in the top left
Click Set Key 1 button
Chose a different hotkey.
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Note that if you change KnowBrainer hotkeys, you will have to close and re-launch
KnowBrainer to activate your changes. Reference following picture:
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Here's how it “easily” works:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place the cursor into the EMR field where you wish to paste your dictation
Press [F7] to open Notepad and turn the Dragon microphone on
Dictate into Notepad
Press [F8] to cut your dictation to Windows clipboard, close Notepad, switch back to
your EMR and paste your dictation into the previously selected EMR field. Note that if
anything goes wrong, you can manually paste your dictation by pressing [Ctrl+V].
Your dictation will remain in Windows clipboard into you overwrite it

Note #3 If you are using a handheld microphone, which we highly recommend, you
can program [F7] and [F8] into your microphone buttons for higher efficiency.
Note #4 If you prefer not pressing [F8], you can say Transfer
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Note #5 The 1st time a client attempts to dictate into a no-fly zone EMR, they will see
the following message which they can eliminate by adding a check mark to Do not
display this message again

[Type here]

Click By Voice Mouseless Browsing
The Following Commands Require the Click By Voice
Extension for Google Chrome and Microsoft Edge
Number Controls
Mouse Numbers Off – hides all numbers which can get in the way on some websites
Mouse Numbers On – displays numbers
All Mouse Numbers On – same as Mouse Numbers On but displays additional more detailed numbers
Click Numbered Links, Menus, Buttons and Fields
IMPORTANT: Do not try to try to click #23 by saying Mouse Click <twenty-three> because it will be
ignored. Say Mouse Click <two three>. To click #897 say Mouse Click <eight nine seven> rather than Mouse
Click <eight hundred and ninety-seven>.
Mouse Click <0to9> - clicks any number between 0 & 9.
Mouse Click <0to9> <0to9> - clicks any number between 10 & 99.
Mouse Click <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> - clicks any number between 100 & 999.
Mouse Click <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> - clicks any number between 1000 & 9999.
Example: Click any link, button, menu or field that displays from 1 to 4 digits and Say Mouse Click <one>
to click #1, Mouse Click <one two> to click #12, Mouse Click <one two three> to click #123 or M ouse
Click <one two three four> to click #1234.

[Type here]
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Mouse Click <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 0 & 9 and allows simultaneous dictation.
Mouse Click <0to9> <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 10 & 99 and allows simultaneous
dictation.
Mouse Click <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 100 & 999 and allows
simultaneous dictation.
Mouse Click <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 1000 & 9999 and
allows simultaneous dictation.
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Click Numbered Fields With Simultaneous Dictation
Existing text is automatically overwritten
& all dictation begins with a Capital letter

Example: Click into any field that displays from 1 to 4 digits by saying Click <one> <awesome results> to
click #1 and type “Awesome results”. Say Click <one two> <awesome results> to click #12 and type
“Awesome results”. Say Click <one two three> <awesome results> to click #123 and type “Awesome
results”. Say Click <one two three four> <awesome results> to click #1234 and type “Awesome results”.
Note how the 1st letter of the 1st word appears capitalized.
Click Numbered Drop-downs
Each number must be dictated individually (no combinations)
Mouse Drop <0to9> - clicks any number between 0 & 9
Mouse Drop <0to9> <0to9> - clicks any number between 10 & 99
Mouse Drop <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> - clicks any number between 100 & 999
Mouse Drop <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> - clicks any number between 1000 & 9999
Example: Click any drop down that displays from 1 to 4 digits by saying Mouse Drop <one> to drop down
#1. Say Mouse Drop <one two> to drop down #12. Say Mouse Drop <one two three> to drop down #123 or
Mouse Drop <one two three four> to drop down #1234.
Mouse Drop <dictation> - chooses the drop-down word/s you say, and rolls up the drop-down
Example: If you want to choose “Deny” or “Except”, from a drop-down box with both choices, say Finish
<except> to choose “except” and roll up the drop-down menu.
Click Numbered Drop-downs and Simultaneously Dictate
Each number must be dictated individually (no combinations)
Mouse Drop <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 0 & 9 and allows you to simultaneously dictate
your choice.
Mouse Drop <0to9> <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 10 & 99 and allows you to
simultaneously dictate your choice.
Mouse Drop <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 100 & 999 and allows you to
simultaneously dictate your choice.
Mouse Drop <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 1000 & 9999 and allows
you to simultaneously dictate your choice.
Example: Imagine a drop-down menu with 2 choices which are “Except” and “Deny” Click any drop down
that displays from 1 to 4 digits. Say Drop <one> <except> to click #1, choose “except” and roll up the drop
down field. Say Drop <one two> < except to click #12, choose “except” and roll up the drop down field.
Say Drop <one two three> <except> to click #123, choose “except” and roll up the drop field. Say Drop
<one two three four> <except> to click #1234, choose “except” and roll up the drop field.

Search Numbered Fields
[Type here]
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Mouse Check <0to9> - adds a checkmark to any numbered box between 0 & 1
Mouse Check <0to9> <0to9> - adds a checkmark to any numbered box between 10 & 99
Mouse Check <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> - adds a checkmark to any numbered box between 100 & 999
Mouse Check <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> - adds a checkmark to any numbered box between 1000 & 9999
Example: Click any check box that displays from 1 to 4 digits by saying Check <one> to add a checkmark
to box #1. Say Check <one two> to add a checkmark to box #12. Say Check <one two three> to add a
checkmark to box #123 or Check <one two three four> to add a checkmark to box #1234.
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Add Checkmarks To Numbered Check Boxes
Each number must be dictated individually (no combinations)

Existing text is automatically selected (if present)
Each number must be dictated individually (no combinations)
Mouse Search <0to9> - places your cursor in any numbered Search field from 0 & 1
Mouse Search <0to9> <0to9> - places your cursor in any numbered Search field from 10 & 99
Mouse Search <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> - a places your cursor in any numbered Search field from 100 & 999
Mouse Search <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> - places your cursor in any numbered Search field from 1000 &
9999
Example: Say Mouse Search <one> to position your cursor in the #1 field. Say Mouse Search <one two> to
position your cursor in the #12 field. Say Mouse Search <one two three> to position your cursor in the box
#123 field or Mouse Search <one two three four> to position your cursor in the #1234 field.
Finish <dictation> or allows you to simultaneously dictate and initiate a search
Example: If you want to search for KnowBrainer, Say Enterr <KnowBrainer>.

Search Numbered Fields With Simultaneous Dictation
Each number must be dictated individually (no combinations)
Mouse Search <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 0 & 9 and allows simultaneous dictation.
Mouse Search <0to9> <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 10 & 99 and allows simultaneous
dictation.
Mouse Search <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 100 & 999 and allows
simultaneous dictation.
Mouse Search <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <dictation> - clicks any number between 1000 & 9999 and
allows simultaneous dictation.
Example: Say Search <one><KnowBrainer> to position your cursor in the #1 field and simultaneously
search for “KnowBrainer”. Say Search <one two> to position your cursor in the #12 field and
simultaneously search for “KnowBrainer”. Say Search <one two three> to position your cursor in the box
#123 field and simultaneously search for “KnowBrainer”. Say Search <one two three four> to position your
cursor in the #1234 field and simultaneously search for “KnowBrainer”.

[Type here]
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Mouse Bottom <0to9> – clicks any number between 0 & 1 and moves focus to the end of the following page
(handy on forums)
Mouse Bottom <0to9> <0to9> – clicks any number between 10 & 99 and moves focus to the end of the
following page
Mouse Bottom <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> – clicks any number between 100 & 999 and moves focus to the end of
the following page
Mouse Bottom <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> – clicks any number between 1000 & 9999 and moves focus to
the end of the following page
New Window
Each number must be dictated individually (no combinations)
Mouse New Window <0to9> – opens any number between 0 & 1 to a new browser window
Mouse New Window <0to9> <0to9> – opens any number between 10 & 99 to a new browser window
Mouse New Window <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> – opens any number between 100 & 999 to a new browser
window
Mouse New Window <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> – opens any number between 1000 & 9999 to a new
browser window
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Click & End
Each number must be dictated individually (no combinations)

New Tab
Each number must be dictated individually (no combinations)
Mouse New Tab <0to9> – opens any number between 0 & 1 to a new browser tab
Mouse New Tab <0to9> <0to9> – opens any number between 10 & 99 to a new browser tab
Mouse New Tab <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> – opens any number between 100 & 999 to a new browser tab
Mouse New Tab <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> <0to9> – opens any number between 1000 & 9999 to a new browser
tab
Questions: Support@KnowBrainer.com, Live Chat, (615) 884-4558 x2 or Premium Support (Global
Remote Support)

VerbalBasic II
(Dragon Edition)

-2020
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INTRODUCTION: BASIC
VerbalBasic is a verbal simplified version of Visual Basic (a phrase that may have previously made
your eyes roll back). VB II (VerbalBasic II) allows you to create, name and save Visual Basic
Advanced-Scripting commands in both KnowBrainer and Dragon, which both utilize the same scripts,
in a single utterance. This chapter is dedicated to creating commands in Dragon. More powerful
commands are almost as easy to create because VB II utilizes WYSWYS (What You See Is What You
Say) and all commands have been Trump Tested (if Donald can do it, so can you). Now you know why
our company name is KnowBrainer!

[Type here]
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NATO Phonetic Alphabet
Letter
Phonetic letter
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Although memorizing the following NATO Phonetic Alphabet is not required, it will make creating VB
commands more accurate. You can use the regular alphabet but it is prone to occasional recognition
errors because Dragon sometimes confuses B with E, G & T etc.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Alpha
Bravo
Charlie
Delta
Echo
Foxtrot
Golf
Hotel
India

J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R

Juliet
Kilo
Lima
Mike
November
Oscar
Papa
Quebec
Romeo

S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Sierra
Tango
Uniform
Victor
Whiskey
X-ray
Yankee
Zulu

How to Create
Text & Graphics Commands
(Boilerplate Text)
Boilerplate text is the most common personal end-user command. Dragon requires 6 steps. The
KnowBrainer one step approach allows you to create, name and save a Text & Graphics/boilerplate
text command with a single utterance.
1. Rather than opening the Dragon command browser to create simple boilerplate text commands,
you may find that many of your commonly used phrases are already available in documents, EMRs,
databases and even emails.
2. As an example, highlight the following text:
Your Honor, I didn’t hear anything, I didn’t see anything and I don’t know anything.
3. Now say New Shortcut <I know nothing>. Do not dictate the angle brackets. This command
deploys a little too quickly to see the steps but here’s what should occur:
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The KnowBrainer command begins by copying your highlighted text to Windows clipboard.
Creates a new Text & Graphics command (which Dragon refers to as a shortcut).
Drops your dictated Command Name into the MyCommand field and capitalizes the text.
Adds a checkmark to Plain Text so that it will take on the formatting of any document you
trigger it into.
e. Your new boilerplate text command is also automatically saved.
f. Now say I Know Nothing in any document. Your command should look as follows but note
that you will have to open your browser to find this command because it is also a single step
command. Like the Mouse Position commands, these commands automatically save
themselves. See YouTube Construction & Playback Here
g. You can view or edit your personal Dragon commands by saying Command Browser to
open the Dragon Command Browser. If this is the 1st time you’ve open the Dragon
Command Browser, say Script to switch to the Script view (to view your personal
commands).
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a.
b.
c.
d.

[Type here]

How to Create
Mouse Position Commands
While accelerator keys like pressing {Ctrl+A} are preferable, this option is not always available. When
no other option is possible, you can easily create a Mouse Position command. The advantage of a
Mouse Position command is that they can be created and saved with a single utterance; as opposed to
Dragon’s 7 steps (assuming you know how to capture your Window X & Y coordinates). The
disadvantage is that this command records the Window X & Y position so if you resize/move your
Window or alter your display settings, your Mouse Position command will no longer work. That’s why
we refer to mouse commands as very effective but a last resort.
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1. Begin by clicking https://www.accuradio.com/ followed by mouse clicking into your browser, to
bring your browser Window into focus. Note that even if your browser is Dragon friendly, you cannot
verbally click on many controls or buttons like the following.

[Type here]

2. Hover your mouse over the following Play button (or any other control or menu)

3. Say New Dragon Mouse <play music> to perform the following steps:
Records the play buttom X & Y coordinates in Microsoft Edge
Creates a new Dragon Advanced-Scriting command
Names your command “Play Music”
Pastes the X & Y coordinates into the script field
You will need to verbally choose your Application
Unfortunately, Dragon isn’t smart enough, like KnowBrainer, to figure out what application
you are using so you will either have to dictate or mouseclick Microsoft Edge, in this case
g. Say Click Save or press the Save button
h. Now test your new Microsoft Edge mouse command by saying Play Music. See YouTube
Construction & Playback Here
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

[Type here]

WYSWYS (What You See Is What You Say)
98% of Advanced-Scripting commands consist of pressing hotkeys or mouse clicking. You have
probably always known that you could automate these repetitive tasks to increase your efficiency but
the learning curve may have seemed a little steep. Not anymore
1. Open the Microsoft Edge browser.
2. Press the combination of Alt+F to open the Microsoft Edge Settings menu
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4. You can probably remember that you will need your command to include Alt+F, B and M but if you
are like me (with a short attention span) and you might want a temporary crutch. For example, if you
would like to see a picture of your hotkey movements, You can take a snapshot of command you are
about to create and simultaneously display your picture in Microsoft Paint by saying Paint Window or
Paint Screen. In this case, the following menu is a little outside of the Window, so you will may have
to go with the Paint Screen command.
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3. Press the letter B to expand the Help and feedback menu

[Type here]

5. The following is a step by step on a WYSWYS rapidfire Advanced Scripting VBScript called About
Microsoft Edge
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a. Say New Script <About Microsoft Edge> to create a new Dragon Advanced-Scripting
command, name your command “About Microsoft Edge” and position your cursor into the
Script field:

[Type here]
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[Type here]
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b. Say Alt Foxtrot or if you are unfamiliar with a NATO alphabet (which we recommend), say
Alt F to produce the following which includes a script to press Alt+F to open the toolbar
menu and additionally add a 1/10 of a second wait time, to finish deploying, before the next
menu is triggered:

[Type here]
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c. Say Bravo or B to script the next 2 lines to trigger the Help and feedback menu:

[Type here]
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d. Say Mike or M to click the About Microsoft Edge menu:

[Type here]
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e. Note that this script is currently a global command and while you could save it as a global
command, it would be better to save it as a Microsoft Edge application specific command by
saying Application <Microsoft Edge>

[Type here]

f. Say Save to remove the last Wait time (which is unnecessary) your script and save your
command. To test your Microsoft Edge application specific command place your cursor
inside of Microsoft Edge and said About Microsoft Edge.
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Nearly all VB scripts, which include wait times, have to be spoken separately but there are 2
exceptions. Because alphabet commands like A B C are a common occurrence you can combine them
into a single utterance. Notice how the previous example begins the script with Alt+F and then adds B
and M. Because these scripting situations are very common, you have the option of combining your
scripts up to 5 letters in the same utterance. You can even begin your chain of events with a Alt hotkey
and 4 additional letters but these are the only 2 commands that can be used create up to 5 events in
the same utterance. The entire script of the previous command could have been created in 1 utterance
by saying Alt Foxtrot Bravo Mike. The previous video link includes an example with a few other tidbits
including how to add a comment to explain the script and how to edit existing script. See YouTube
Command Construction Here. See YouTube Playback Here
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Multi-Line Scripting

[Type here]

Editing Scripts
1. Open your previous About Microsoft Edge command.
2. Say Line <2> Control Echo to change SendKeys “%f” to SendKeys “^e” as follows:

3. Say Insert Line <4> Alt Control Shift Enter to insert SendKeys “%^+{Enter} on line 4, add
Wait 0.1 on the next line and move the original lines down as follows:

4. You won’t always need an entire line with an additional wait time. Sometimes you just need to
insert a key or letter. If you don’t have a physical challenge, it might be faster to reposition your
mouse by hand but because VerbalBasic is designed for complete hands-free use, we will be
doing this hands-free.
(1) Say move up 2 to move the cursor from the end of SendKeys “m” to the end of the
SendKeys line above.
(2) Say end of line
(3) Say move left one
(4) Say Insert <Enter> to change SendKeys “m” to SendKeys “m{Enter}” as follows

Insert <Enter>
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Move Left One

End Of Line
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Move Up 2

[Type here]

5. You can delete 1 to 5 lines of code. If you wish to delete the 2nd line SendKeys “^e” say Delete
Line 2 but it probably doesn’t make sense to leave that wait time so you can optionally say
Delete Line 2 Line 3 to produce the following and note that you can delete up to 5 lines with the
Delete Line <0to99> Line <0to99> Line <0to99> Line <0to99> Line <0to99>. However, if
you want to delete everything and start over, say Delete All to remove all scripts.

Before

After

Delete All

Commenting
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Commenting, as the name implies, is a way of entering additional information or descriptions that do
not effect your commands functionality. You can also use commenting to disable part of your
command. Any script line that begins with a single quote is ignored. This is also a good way to
temporary rule out parts of commands and even test wait times. Please open your previous About
Microsoft Edge command and try the following comments. Keep in mind that it no longer matters
where your cursor is because it magically always knows where to go

[Type here]

1. Say Insert Line 2 Comment <this command opens the about menu> inserts ‘This command
opens the about menu to the beginning of the line and moves the rest of the script down one
line
2. Say Line 3 Comment <opens the Edge menu> amends ‘opens the Edge menu to the end of the
line
3. Say Comment Out Line 6 Line 7 to add a ‘ to the beginning of both lines to prevent the 2
commented out lines from deploying. The following example displays the previous steps 1
through 3:

Miscellaneous
Backing Up/Exporting/Importing KnowBrainer Commands
The C:\Users\Your Computer Name\Appdata\Roaming\KnowBrainerpro\kbcommands.XML File Includes
All KnowBrainer and your personal commands.

© KnowBrainer 1996 - 2022

[Type here]
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Emoji – brings up Emoji choices to choose from
Emoji <dictation> – sames as Emoji but allows you to simultaneously choose you Emoji by saying
something like Emoji <winky> (short for winky face)

